TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

TECTORIUS WHEEL-EZ
®

™

Protective Automotive Coating

DESCRIPTION:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

Wheel-EZ leaves a durable and protective
covering for aluminum, chromed, painted or
finely finished wheels and rims. Once applied
and dried, Wheel-EZ forms a crystal clear,
scratch-resistant and expendable film that
deters the unsightly accumulation of brake dust
and road debris.

»

Crystal clear, high gloss film prevents
scratches to the surface.

»

Prevents accumulation of brake dust and
allows for it to be easily washed away.

»

Any undesired grime that adheres to the
wheel coating is removed with the coating
during washing.

Designed specifically to resist acid rain and
insect byproducts, Wheel-EZ forms a
continuous shell that adheres to the coated
surface. Dirt and unsightly debris are easily
washed away, along with the film, by a highpressure carwash water jet.

»

Safe, water based formula.

»

Easily applied, simply removed.

»

Spray on tires for a long lasting gloss black:
no more need for numerous wheel care
products.

»

Use to coat facias, grills or rocker panels to
prevent chips and tar adhesion.

»

Apply to areas around door handles and
keyholes for scratch prevention.

»

Blackens wheelhouses and wells while
preventing adhesion of mud and tar.

Wheel-EZ is effective on most exterior (even
some interior) parts of the car including facias,
grills, mirror housing, and bumpers.

METHOD OF USE:
»

Do not shake before application.

»

Spray on to cleaned surface. Allow to dry.
Surfaces are now protected until the next
washing.

»

To remove Wheel-EZ and dirt attached to
the coating, wash with soap and water or
pressure carwash.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Carrier Medium
Viscosity
Liquid Appearance

Water
100-500cPs
Colorless or neutral, translucent

Dry Appearance
Dry Texture

Clear, high gloss finish
Hard, durable

Water/Weather Resistance

Water, weather, and acid rain resistant

*The information provided is based on technical data that Tectorius believes to be reliable. Since we cannot anticipate or control the various conditions under which this information and our product may
be used, we cannot guarantee the applicability of this information or the suitability of our product in any individual situation. Therefore, the product is sold without warrantee expressed or implied.
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